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Learning Objectives





Learn how to use Revit as the central model in a structural BIM workflow for steel
and concrete
Discover tools that enable round-trip project sharing and synchronization
Learn how to rapidly develop detail for reinforcement and steel connections
Explore a working Design-to-Fabrication workflow

Description
In this class, we will create a mixed-material structure in Revit software, and explore a workflow
that optimizes the collaboration between disciplines, and shares the project intelligently with
engineers, designers, technical detailers, and fabricators. Using connected or Revit softwarespecific applications, we will round-trip the project to/from all disciplines, and—using multiple
software applications and Revit software as the hub for the central Building Information
Modeling (BIM) model—we will develop the detail at each stage, adding reinforcement to
structural elements, and adapting to requirements for openings for MEP (mechanical, electrical,
and plumbing) services proposed late in the stage, and applying and checking steel connections
before sending the model to Advance Steel software for detailing and then Graitec Advance
Workshop software for production. We will also look at how you can keep track of production
status as you link this data back into Advance Steel software, and we'll explore various
Autodesk, Inc., cloud services for project visibility and collaboration. This session features Revit
and Advance Steel.

Your MSF Forum Expert(s)
Structural Engineers / Structural Technicians / Steel Fabricators / Main contractors / BIM
Managers / Rebar Detailers / BIM Experts / Structural Engineers needing to move to BIM for
reinforced concrete / Structural Technicians using 2D to detail Reinforced Concrete / BIM
Managers involved in coordinating projects / CAD/BIM managers, civil/structural engineers;
anyone who needs to produce or manage reinforced concrete Revit models
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Revit as a central model for structural projects
Revit is a brilliant well rounded modelling solution for AEC projects but it is not all things to all
people. It won’t come as a surprise that Revit is simply not well suited for developing fabrication
level details or for performing FEM calculations. But this does not mean that Revit is incapable
of understanding fabrication information or interpreting and reusing engineering data, actually it
is very well equipped for both of these tasks. In addition to extensive modelling and
documentation Revit also serves as a perfect platform for integrating a wide variety of apps that
extend its capability and functionality as well as connecting with other software systems.
This after all is a key factor of succeeding in BIM.
From linking with Excel sheets to update COBie files to round-tripping with project models with
engineering software to delivering project information to all stakeholders in real-time via
connected cloud services. Revit might not be able to create all this intricate level of detail but it
is certainly well equipped to handle it and pass it on.

Revit: More than just a descriptive model
Most people are aware of, but few do anything with, the Analytical model which is created
alongside the descriptive model in Revit. Whilst it can be argued that the analytical model
serves little purpose, one only needs to consider if their process is really BIM compliant for any
such argument to be squashed. This should no longer be ignored.
In order to say one supports a real BIM process, their workflow must include geometric data or
information created by one source that can be reused to aid the process of others. This is no
truer than considering the collaboration between Engineer and Technician.
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It’s a minor adjustment for a massive gain. The analytical model is handled in real time in Revit®
in parallel with the descriptive model. What I am calling the descriptive model, is the usual 3D
BIM model in Revit®. This can be a huge time-saver for the engineer but it does not mean that
this proposed analytical model is perfect. Of course, the engineer has to apply their trade to
make the right decisions and adjust the model as needed.
Each structural element is composed of two entities; the real geometric entity and the analytical
one. The geometrical entity is the physical object, defined with families and types and displayed
with the real representation. The analytical definition comes with additional properties and a
specific representation (axes or surface):

Geometrical definition of the
column

Analytical definition of the column

Figure 8: Geometrical and analytical representation of a column
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You can access the geometrical and the analytical parameters directly from the property list of
an element:

Now, if we deep dive into the analytical model, there are some important assumptions to be
aware of:








Which elements are considered in the analytical model?
The parameters of the analytical model.
How to manage the boundary conditions, on linear elements and on supports.
Structural properties of the materials.
Load and combination definitions.
The functionalities to fine-tune the analytical model.
The analytical model consistency verification.

A real example I encountered is the following (top view with 3 columns and 2 beams):

Because of the different orientation of the columns, we can see that the analytical definition of
the beams is not aligned with the descriptive model. Revit® is keeping the connection between
the two beams and the central column and then stretching the analytical beam.
To manage this situation, you can impose a manual projection of a predefined axes to a grid
reference:
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Or you could decide to apply an analytical link to get the following result:

You can also activate these functions in the structural settings - in this case, the consistency of
the model will be done in real time:

To learn more about managing the analytical model in Revit checkout this AU Class: ES20834 The Future of Making Rebar in Revit
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Why is this so important?
The workflow between structural engineers and structural technicians is mostly stopstart, with little or no connected design workflow. At best, it seems there is an initial
transfer of model geometry, and in some cases material property data, from one product
to another. Which appears to be used to get the project started and, more often than not,
a one-off one-way process. This method of working is dated and does not accommodate
a BIM workflow, nor does it lend itself to potential reuse of intelligent data downstream to
automate processes. But we’ll get to that later. First lest look at a workable engineer <>
technician workflows.
The objective is to handle any workflow regardless of the projects origin. A project created in
Revit should transfer to your FEM software and back again, equally a project started in your
chosen FEM software should be transferable to Revit and back again, repeatedly, without loss
of data.

Round trip project sharing and synchronization with the Engineer
From Revit the project model (descriptive and analytical) can be exported in a number of way
and using a variety of formats. In any workflow one should always favor communication using
native file formats as this direct approach produces far more reliable results than using formats
that have been adapted (often interpreted differently) by different vendors and software
systems.


Sending a Revit project to Robot for example one should use: ‘.dat’ file which is installed
as part of the Autodesk Structural Analysis tool kit (https://apps.autodesk.com/RVT)
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From Robot back to Revit: it’s the same ‘.dat’ format





Sending a Revit project to Advance Design one should use: BIM Connect which uses
‘.gtcx’ format - a native file format for communicating between Graitec technologies and
integrated into Revit and Advance Steel. BIM Connect can be installed as a separate
plugin or installed as part of the PowerPack for Revit.
BIM Connect plugin



BIM Connect installed as part of PowerPack for Revit



From Advance Design back to Revit: the same ‘.gtcx’
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From Revit to Advance Steel: ‘.smlx’



From Advance Steel to Revit: ‘.smlx’
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Autodesk Revit to FEM software (GRAITEC Advance Design)
The following workflow is possible using any BIM enabled FEM solution – check with your
vendor for more details - but for practicality purposes we will use our own engineering FEM
platform, GRAITEC Advance Design.
Using GRAITEC BIM Connect plugin (mentioned above) for Revit we can export (or directly
transfer if Advance Design if installed on the same computer) the project model which also
embeds the analytical model (with any loads and load cases created in Revit – which
incidentally is possible, further emphasizing that Revit really does understand engineering data):

Because we can we will transfer the Revit project model directly to Advance Design using the
icon from the Revit ribbon:
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The 3D analytical model arrives in Advance Design, including the geometry and all the
analytical properties created in Revit; loads, materials, mechanical properties, analytical
supports and boundary conditions on the elements. The model is ready to be calculated.
Another import point is that the project browser tree that arrives in Advance Design corresponds
directly to the Revit project creating a perfect synergy between the both platforms.
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FEM Calculations
As with most FEM software solutions, Advance Design performs FEM analysis to design and
optimize the structure displaying the results graphically for rapid interpretation (including the
internal forces on all elements). We will not go into any detail about how FEM software functions
only to show a workflow which remains connected enabling transfer and intelligent reuse of
engineering data downstream.

SEISMIC ANALYSIS IN ADVANCE DESIGN
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DEFLECTIONS ON THE ENTIRE 3D MODEL

BENDING MOMENT ON REINFORCED CONCRETE BEAMS
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Synchronizing FEM model (GRAITEC Advance Design) with Autodesk Revit
Now we have a calculated project in our FEM software the next step is to send all the changes
and analytical results data back to Revit. To do this effectively we will need to be able to identify
and manage changes individually as well as being able to synchronize approved changes to
automatically update the Revit project, without jeopardizing the integrity of the model.
From Advance Design the project is exported to a file (‘[anyname].gtcx’) and saved anywhere to
send back to Revit.

Using BIM Connect in Revit the ‘.gtcx’ file can be loaded in order to see the changes and take
decisions about what should be synchronized, such as the FEM results and specific changes.
Ensure all settings or options related to FEM data are enabled.

When synchronizing the model in Revit, load the file exported from Advance Design from the
following dialog. Any changes made are clearly listed and color coded for easy interpretation.
The user can set up and run filters or manage each entry individually or simply accept all the
changes and apply them to the Revit project.
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The Revit® user has the possibility
to Accept, Ignore or Delay the
changes that were made in the
Advance Design model

SYNCHRONIZING THE CHANGES

FEM RESULTS PACKAGE SAVED IN REVIT

Using Revit for rebar and steel detailing
Revit is brilliant multi-discipline AEC platform capable of going to some level of detail with its
own generic tools. The key to increasing Revit’s ability to meet the specific and varying needs of
each discipline is with the extraordinary amount of purpose built applications and industry
solutions developed by authorized Autodesk partners.
Similar in the way that your phone is not just a phone!
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Autodesk partners create solutions for Revit that add the va-va-voom. We add more localized
functionality, families and tools and even analyze manual processes to find ways to automate
them!

REVIT WITHOUT 3RD PARTY SOLUTIONS V REVIT WITH 3RD PARTY SOLUTIONS

Automated Rebar in Revit with Reinforced Concrete BIM Designers
One such industry solution for reinforced concrete is the aptly named Reinforced Concrete BIM
Designers for Revit. Working to Canadian, US and European design and detailing standards,
the Reinforced Concrete BIM Designers are a glimpse of what the future holds for connected
BIM design workflows.
In simple terms the Reinforced Concrete BIM Designers interrogate the information stored in the
BIM model and take the analytical results to automatically calculate the required reinforcement
cages for the entire concrete frame. They also produce detailed documentation automatically =
design reports, detailed views and drawings. In a matter of minutes.
In very simple terms: A+B = C+D:

Aanalytical
Results

Calculated
Rebar
+
Detailed
Documentation
BIM
Information
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ANALYTICAL RESULTS IN REVIT

BIM INFORMATION (GEOMETRY, MATERIALS, DESIGN RULES, …)
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CALCULATED REINFORCEMENT (TO NATIONAL CODES)

DETAILED DOCUMENTATION: DESIGN REPORTS
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DETAILED DOCUMENTATION: DRAWING VIEWS

DETAILED DOCUMENTATION: DRAWING SHEETS
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We’ll come back to rebar later when we look at design changes.

Designing Steel connections in Revit
Revit has the ability to configure and design steel connections using an extensive catalogue of
connection types embedded from Advance Steel. This is extremely powerful as it not only
allows the engineer to rapidly configure the connection in Revit but also design it in Revit using
the loads imported from the FEM software. All before passing it to the Steel Fabricator.

CONNECTION CATALOGUE IN REVIT

BASE PLATE APPLIED IN REVIT
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SHEAR PLATE CONNECTION IN REVIT

CONNECTION DESIGN VERIFICATION TO EC AND AISC FOR CLIP ANGLES
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CONNECTION DESIGN REPORT CREATED IN REVIT

Sending the Revit model and connections to the Fabricator
When it comes to re-using BIM project models handed down by the structural engineer
to the steel fabricator, one of the biggest challenges is being able to reuse the model to
recreate or update a detailed model in their respective software. The varying capability
of software systems and the multitude of file format interpretations can seem daunting.
At the risk of repeating the obvious, avoid formats that have been created to try and
accommodate these industry specific workflows and stick to native file formats where
possible. I can’t tell you how many times I have seen 3D Steel Detailing systems import
an IFC as an underlay and then spend days tracing it to create a native file – not really
BIM is it?
This is where the workflow between Autodesk Revit and Autodesk Advance Steel comes
into its own. It helps that both systems come from the same vendor but when you
consider this workflow was actually possible almost ten years ago…
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Using the Advance Steel plugin for Revit we can export the Structural elements from
Revit using the ‘.smlx’ file format.

This format can be imported into Advance Steel transferring the entire model and
instantly ‘translating’ the Revit Families into native Advance Steel objects.
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The steel connections we designed in Revit are also transferred, not simply as geometry
but as intelligent parametric connections that arrive in Advance Steel and with more
detail such as welds, hole parameters and more.

HAUNCH CONNECTION AUTOMATICALLY RECREATED IN ADVANCE STEEL BASED ON REVIT MODEL
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DETAILED ASSEMBLY DRAWINGS AUTOMATICALLY CREATED

ASSEMBLY INFORMATION SUCH AS WELDS ADDED IN ADVANCE STEEL
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AUTOMATIC PART DRAWINGS IN ADVANCE STEEL

Advance Steel: Creating NC files to fabricate Parts and Assemblies
As we are focusing on workflows we won’t go into too much detail about Advance Steel
(besides there are many classes dedicated to Advance Steel). What we will look at is the
continuation of intelligent BIM information, in this case NC files, being reused for Steel
Production.

CREATING NC FILES DESCRIBING PARTS AND ASSEMBLIES
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NC DXF FOR PLATE PROFILING

NC FILES DESCRIBING INDIVIDUAL PARTS

Advance Workshop: Steel Production Management
NC data is imported in Advance Workshop transferring all the project data to describe
the assemblies, constituent parts as we as weld information and lots /phases.
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IMPORTING A PROJECT INTO ADVANCE WORKSHOP

There is a vast amount of information transferred to, and automatically managed by
Advance Workshop:

WELD REQUIREMENTS AND ASSOCIATED QUALITY CERTIFICATES
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PART DETAILS

COORDINATED ASSEMBLIES WITH WELD INFORMATION FOR MANUAL OR ROBOTIC WELDING
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AUTOMATIC PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT – JOB ALLOCATION AND ROUTE OPTIMIZATION

AUTOMATIC BAR NESTING
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WORKS ORDERS BY MACHINE & WORKER

PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT DASHBOARDS

EXPORT WORK PROGRESS TO ADVANCE STEEL
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Visualizing Production Status directly in Advance Steel
The Work Progress file exported from Advance Workshop is imported into the Advance
Steel project to display the current production status of the associated parts.

LOAD A WORK PROGRESS FILE TO CHECK PRODUCTION STATUS

THE MODEL IS COLOR CODED AND ASSEMBLIES UPDATED WITH LATEST PRODUCTION INFORMATION

Manging changes to Rebar for MEP elements in Revit
Back to reinforcement to take a look at coordinating structural adjustments to accommodate
MEP elements (HVAC, plumbing, cable trays, etc).
After the MEP consultant has added their elements to the project it’s now time to coordinate
these with the structural model and either reroute the MEP elements or create openings in
structural frame. Rerouting is straight forward however creating openings in beams and walls
requires careful management to update both the structural concrete elements as well as any
hosted reinforcement.
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MEP ELEMENTS IN REVIT INTERSECTING WITH STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS

Updating the model can be done manually or, using the Pipe Openings tool from the PowerPack
for Revit, can be managed automatically. Because we like to work more efficiently we’ll take a
look at the Pipe Openings tool from the PowerPack.

ALL INTERSECTIONS BETWEEN MEP AND STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS ARE DETECTED AND LISTED
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Using the Configuration tab, predefined offsets, based on a shape and size range, can be set to
speed up the process an automatically update the model. Alternately clicking the ‘Show’ button
on each line item will highlight the intersection and zoom to its location in the project. This
enables quick decisions to be made about each intersection and gives the operator complete
control over design decisions.
After the shape of the opening (rectangular, round, based on the host element) is defined and
the offset distance, clicking update will automatically add openings in the model. Openings
already created will appear in the ‘already created’ section color coded to the status of the
associated MEP element: Green: unchanged. Orange: modified and requires an update. Red:
deleted from the project.

OPENINGS BEING AUTOMATICALLY ADDED TO THE REVIT PROJECT
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OPENINGS ADDED AROUND MEP ELEMENTS BASED ON USER PREFERENCES SET IN PIPE OPENINGS TOOL

In concrete elements where the reinforcement has already been added, the result of adding an
opening requires an update. In the case of a wall containing fabric reinforcement, where an
opening was added afterwards the reinforcement is automatically updated to the contour of the
hole.
Another cool feature of the Pipe Opening tool is that the opening is associated to the MEP
element. This means that if the MEP element is moved the opening moves with it (updating the
fabric if added). If the size of the MEP element changed the opening remains unchanged
however when launching the Pipe Openings tools again it will appear as requiring an update.

WALL REINFORCEMENT FABRIC AUTOMATICALLY UPDATED AFTER AN OPENING IS ADDED WITH PIPE OPENINGS
TOOL
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Rebar Fabrication from BIM project
Rebar manufacturing and bending is primarily conducted from 2D drawings. This is not to say
the rebar manufacturers are not ready to receive 3D digital data, actually they are more than
ready, and it is more a case of the rebar detailing industry still being predominantly 2D which is
holding it back. BIM is rapidly changing design to fabrication processes and we are starting to
see this in reinforcement manufacturing.
The Revit model contains all the necessary information required by the manufacturing to
produce the reinforcement, without the need for a drawing. The key is to find a way to deliver
th9is information to the manufacturer in a way that it can be used. One method already being
adopted is using exporting an IFC file from Revit containing the reinforcement and using
dedicated IFC viewers with purpose built front end, such as Solibri, filtering the reinforcement
and extracting the details for production.
Another more reliable solution is through the use of Autodesk BIM 360 Cloud services. The
advantage here is the continued use of the native Revit files. This not only guarantees zero loss
of data but gives rights-based access to the entire project, including all the documentation and
the 3D rebar cage, interactive connected to the entire Revit project.

REBAR DRAWING IN A360 SHOWING BAR PROPERTIES
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FILTER APPLIED TO SHOW ONLY THE REINFORCEMENT IN A360

Maintaining a Design-to-Fabrication workflow
Keys steps to success:
 Challenge and connect your Structural workflows
 Revit is a great solution for Engineers – try it out
 Engineering data should be used and reused to streamline workflows
 Take advantage of industry solutions for Revit to enhance capability and automate
processes
 Migrate from 2D to BIN for reinforcement – Revit is more than capable
 Utilize native file formats where ever possible for project sharing
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